LET US ENTERTAIN YOU

Your ultimate guide to this month’s superb selection of movies, TV, music and games

All on board and right at your fingertips

Movies
New Releases and Recent Movies p120–121
Made in Belgium p122 World Cinema p123

TV Programmes
See the full list p124-125

News and Sports
See highlights on p125

Music
See the full list on p126

Games
See the full list on p126

Welcome!

Switch on to switch off and relax on your Brussels Airlines flight today with our extensive range of top entertainment options.

This month’s line-up includes thrilling monster movie KONG: SKULL ISLAND, animated feature THE BOSS BABY, classic TV show THE FRESH PRINCE OF BEL-AIR and Belgian romantic comedy drama ALLEMAAL FAMILIE.
FEATURED MOVIES

Greatest (2017)
Cast: Jennifer Slate, Chris Evans, Octavia Spencer
Director: Marc Webb
Languages: EN, FR, DE, ES, IT, PT, NL

Chris Evans shows he’s much more than a shield and blue spandex with a powerful performance in this drama directed by Marc Webb. The Captain America star plays Frank, a single man raising his child prodigy niece Mary (the precociously talented McKenna Grace). Their lives are thrown into turmoil with the arrival of his mother (Lindsay Duncan) who wants custody of Mary.

Beauty and the Beast (2017)
Cast: Emma Watson, Dan Stevens, Luke Evans
Director: Bill Condon
Languages: EN, FR, DE, ES, IT, PT, NL

Disney’s tale as old as time is dusted off and given a slick make-over with its lead actors. Based on Disney’s as-old-as-time tale about a monstrous-looking prince and a young woman who, despite various obstacles, fall in love, beauty and the Beast was a huge box office hit upon release, surpassing its predecessor.

Central Intelligence (2016)
Cast: Dwayne Johnson, Kevin Hart, Danielle Nicolet
Director: Rawson Marshall Thurber
Languages: EN, FR, DE, ES, IT, PT

Cracking chemistry between stand-up comedian Kevin Hart and wrestler-turned-actor Dwayne ‘The Rock’ Johnson drives this fun buddy action movie about an accountant who is lured into the world of international espionage when he catches up with an old school friend.

BOX SET OF THE MONTH
The Fresh Prince Of Bel-Air Season 3, Episodes 1-6
Cast: Will Smith, James Avery, Alfonso Ribeiro
Directors: Andy Borowitz, Susan Borowitz
Languages: EN, FR

In this comedy-drama, the story of Will Smith’s 1990s sitcom, he plays a teenage relative from Philadelphia in the hit TV show that launched the career of Will Smith.

Three things you didn’t know about....
Central Intelligence

1. VERY FANNY
Very fanny pack worn by Johnson is a reference to an embarrassing photo of the star taken early in his career that’s gone viral.

2. PLAY IT AGAIN
Johnson and Hart will team up again for the upcoming sequel.

3. TALL ORDER
There’s a 33cm height difference between the movie’s lead actors.

FILM OF THE MONTH
Kong: Skull Island (2017)
Cast: Tom Hiddleston, Samuel L. Jackson, Brie Larson
Director: Jordan Vogt-Roberts
Languages: EN, FR, DE, ES, IT, PT, NL

The most popular monster in the Hollywood jungle returns with a pulsating action film featuring an all-star cast led by Tom Hiddleston. When a team of scientists explore an uncharted island in the Pacific, venturing into the domain of the mighty Kong, they must fight to escape a primal Eden.

Central Intelligence

A United Kingdom (2016)
Cast: David Oyelowo, Rosamund Pike, Tom Felton
Director: Amma Asante
Languages: EN, FR, DE, ES

David Oyelowo and Rosamund Pike are superb in this captivating true story about King Seretse Khama of Botswana and how his loving but controversial marriage to a British white woman, Ruth Williams, put his kingdom into political and diplomatic turmoil.

The Boss Baby (2017)
Cast: Alec Baldwin, Steve Buscemi, Jimmy Kimmel
Director: Tom McGrath
Languages: EN, FR, DE, ES, IT, PT, NL

A besuited, briefcase-carrying baby pairs up with his seven-year-old brother to stop the dastardly plot of the CEO of Puppy Co in this animated feature from Dreamworks, the company behind Shrek. Alec Baldwin, Steve Buscemi and Jimmy Kimmel all provide voices.

Le Petit Locataire (2016)
Cast: Karin Viard, Philippe Robb, Hélène Vincent
Director: Nadège Loiseau
Languages: FR, EN

If there is one thing that Nicole, who is turning 50 soon, would have loved to be spared, it is to learn that the symptoms that have been ruining her life for some time are not those of a latent menopause, but of a real pregnancy. Karin Viard and Philippe Robb star in a French farce about the rigours of parenthood when you are middle-aged.

Commence (2016)

Demain Tout Commence (2016)
Cast: Omar Sy, Gaëlia Colston, Clémence Poésy
Director: Hugo Grèmien
Languages: FR, EN

In this comedy-drama, Omar Sy’s hedonistic lifestyle on the Côte d’Azur comes to an end when a former fling drops off a baby she claims is his and then leaves. He decides to follow her to London, but starts a job and tries to raise the girl by himself, proving that two can be a family.
To mark their 40th wedding anniversary, Bob and Greta decide to organise a family weekend. They want to announce the event to their loved ones in a memorable way. They choose to travel to Spa, a town in east Belgium, known for its celebrated mineral springs. Spa mineral water is believed to have healing properties, which has made it a popular destination for centuries.

La Fille Inconnue (2016)
Cast: Adèle Haenel, Olivier Bombeau, Jérôme Renier
Director: Jean-Pierre Dardeur, Luc Dardenne
Languages: FR, EN

A guilt-ridden doctor becomes obsessed with the case of a dead woman after learning that she passed away shortly after having rung her doorbell for help. Adèle Haenel puts in a beguiling performance as a medical worker in search of the truth in this latest film by the Dardenne brothers.

Home (2016)
Cast: Joner Perceval, Soufane Chilah, Kevin Janssens
Director: Fien Troch
Languages: NL, EN

AIDS, family, and friendship are central themes in this film. The relationship between a HIV-positive patient and his family is explored. The film is a celebration of life and love.

Dear Zindagi (2016)
Director: Gauri Shinde
Languages: HI, EN

Set in Mumbai and Goa, Dear Zindagi tells the story of Kaira (Alia Bhatt), a cinematographer whose life is turned upside down when she is dumped and loses her flat. Enter Dr. Jehangir Khan (Shah Rukh Khan), a top-notch therapist, who helps her lay her innermost demons to rest.

Akira (2016)
Cast: Sonakshi Sinha, Konkona Sen Sharma, Anurag Kashyap
Director: Anurag Kashyap
Languages: HI, EN

In this action drama, Sonakshi Sinha stars as Akira, a headstrong girl from a small town who has a penchant for using her fists whenever required. One fateful day, she has a run-in with a corrupt police officer. Can she survive the latest brutal episode in her life and emerge victorious – or will she finally be subdued?

Alero’s Symphony (2011)
Cast: Ivo Okujo, Chibuzor Faze Oj, Bimbo Manuel
Director: Izu Ojukwu
Languages: EN, FR

In musical drama Alero’s Symphony, Ivo Okujo plays a top law student who’s expected to join his father’s prestigious law chambers after graduation. However, his true passion is music and becoming a rapper, a dream that moves closer to reality when he meets waiter Loveshield (Faze) on a family holiday.
YOUR ENTERTAINMENT

Whatever you’re looking for – from New Releases and Kids’ Movies to World Cinema and Made in Belgium – there’s something for everyone in this month’s collection of on-screen entertainment. The choice is yours!

New releases

Central Intention (2017) EN, FR, DE, ES Director Guillaume Oger

Captain Fantastic (2016) EN, FR, DE, ES, IT, PT Director Matt Ross

Mike and Dave Need Wedding Dates (2016) EN, FR, DE, ES, IT Director Jason Reitman

Children of the Mountain (2016) EN Director Sonaone Klyne

Just not Married (2016) FR Director Daniel Delcour

The Last Days of Robin Hood (2015) EN, FR Director Tom McCarthy

Blackhat (2015) EN Director Michael Mann

The Amazing Spider-Man 2 (2014) EN, FR Director Marc Webb

Kick-Ass 2 (2013) EN, FR Director Matthew Vaughn

The Hitman’s Bodyguard (2017) EN Director Peter Segal

World cinema

The Minions (2015) EN Director Pierre Coffin, Kyle Balda

A Royal Affair (2012) DE Director Lone Scherfig

The Legend of Bagger Vance (2000) EN Director Robert Redford

Made in Belgium movies

Made in Belgium TV

Dear Zindagi (2016) EN Director Zoya Akhtar

Madaari (2016) IN Director Nitesh Tiwari

Me Before You (2016) EN Director James Marsh

The Boss Baby (2017) EN Director Kyle Ash

Success Story Bounding (2017) EN, FR Director Kirk DeMicco

Success Story Van de Val (2016) NL Director Nicole Van de Wouw

Belgium-ellès (2015) FR, DE, ES, IT Director Timur Beyne

Made in Belgium TV

Success Story (2015) EN, FR, DE, ES, NL Director Timur Beyne

Road to Yesterday (2014) EN Director Kirk DeMicco

ES Director Carlos Almodóvar

EN Director Jafar Panahi

FR, DE Director David Fincher

Made in Belgium TV

World cinema

The Boss Baby (2017) EN Director Kirk DeMicco

The Croods (2013) EN, FR, DE, ES, IT, PT Director Chris Sanders

Epic (2013) EN Director William Joyce

Rio 2 (2014) EN Director Carlos Saldanha

Kids’ TV

SpongeBob SquarePants That Sinking Feeling/Karatse Star (2013) EN, FR

My Little Pony Friendship is Magic Too Many Pinkie Pies (2013) EN, FR

Spin’N Fantasio Sea Fever (2013) EN, FR


Yakari Lindem is Not A Baby (2013) EN, FR

Baby City Ways (2014) EN

Dora the Explorer Dora’s Banana Wish (2013) EN, FR

The Boss Baby (2016) EN Director Kirk DeMicco

MangaJi A monthly insight into business, culture, technology and lifestyle trends.

More from us!

This Was Tomorrow (2015) The music festival Tomorrowland was experienced on three continents in 2015, celebrating its 20th anniversary. Be part of the party and relive the magic with this fascinating movie.

Our news

Success Story (2015) EN, FR, DE, ES Director Timur Beyne

The Boss Baby (2017) EN, FR, IT, PT Director Kirk DeMicco

Our news

Weekly News Keep up to date with the week’s events and news, including Business Line.

Daily News Watch the daily news presented by our team. Europe’s most-watched news channel.

Weather Check out the world weather forecast for today and tomorrow, as well as a range of climate tools.

Be Part of Brussels Airlines (2013) Take a look at the Brussels Airlines feature film on the ground to the best comfort in the air. Join us to the fun and experience the passion and warmth that our staff have and enjoy flights to Tomorrowland, as well as the first flights to New York World’s most-watched news channel.

TV selection

The Fresh Prince Of Bel-Air Season 3, Episodes 1-6 (1990) EN, FR

Mom Season 4, Episodes 1-6 (2016) EN, FR

Excellences (Cuban) (2014) EN Director Jaimc Hidalgo

Blindspot Season 1, Episodes 1-6 (2015) EN, FR

Two and a Half Men Season 12, Episodes 1-4 (2015) EN, FR

Lynx

Boot’s Banana Wish (2013) EN

Yakari Lindem is Not A Baby (2013) EN, FR

Baby City Ways (2014) EN

Dora the Explorer Dora’s Banana Wish (2013) EN, FR, NL

The Boss Baby (2016) EN Director Kirk DeMicco

Madaari (2016) IN Director Nitesh Tiwari

Me Before You (2016) EN Director James Marsh

The Boss Baby (2017) EN Director Kirk DeMicco

MangaJi A monthly insight into business, culture, technology and lifestyle trends.

More from us!

This Was Tomorrow (2015) The music festival Tomorrowland was experienced on three continents in 2015, celebrating its 20th anniversary. Be part of the party and relive the magic with this fascinating movie.

Our news

Weekly News Keep up to date with the week’s events and news, including Business Line.

Daily News Watch the daily news presented by our team. Europe’s most-watched news channel.

Weather Check out the world weather forecast for today and tomorrow, as well as a range of climate tools.

Be Part of Brussels Airlines (2013) Take a look at the Brussels Airlines feature film on the ground to the best comfort in the air. Join us to the fun and experience the passion and warmth that our staff have and enjoy flights to Tomorrowland, as well as the first flights to New York World’s most-watched news channel.
MUSIC & GAMES

BLUES AND COUNTRY
- Robert Randolph & the Family Band
  - Got Soul
- Southern Avenue
  - Southern Avenue
- Eric Gales
  - Middle of the Road
- Alison Krauss
  - Windy City
- The Haley Sisters
  - Always By My Side

SPIRIT OF AFRICA
- Omar Sosa & Seckou Keita
  - Transparent Water
- Ayub Ogada & Trevor Warren
  - Kodhi
- Tinariwen
  - Elwan

BELGIAN JAZZ
- Jean-Paul Estiévenart
  - Behind The Darkness
- Brussels Jazz Orchestra & Bert Joris
  - Smooth Shake
- Toots Thielemans
  - Your Precious Love
- Philip Catherine
  - The String Project Live in Brussels
- Igor Gehenot
  - Delta

ELECTRO-DANCE
- Continuous Mix Daybreak Sessions

CLASSICAL
- Marie Hallynck & Dirk Brossé
  - Cello Concerto For Isabelle
- Brussels Philharmonic Orchestra
  - Brussels Philharmonic plays live
- César Franck
  - Classical Portrait
- Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra & Mariss Jansons
  - Symphony No 9 in D Major

EMERALD BOOK
- Ralph Towner
  - My Foolish Heart
- Trio Mediaeval & Arve Henriksen
  - Rimur

BELGIAN HIGHLIGHTS
- The Big Sun
  - Big Sun
- Morlai Bai Kamara Jr
  - The Mystical Survivors and some Rare Earthlings

BELGIAN GOLD
- Jacques Brel
  - Les Marquises
- Beverly Jo Scott
  - Mudcakes
- Michel Herr
  - Intuitions
- deUS
  - The Ideal Crash
- Stromae
  - Racine Carrière

SOUL MUSIC
- José James
  - Love In A Time of Madness
- Nathan East
  - Reverence

ROCK CLASSICS
- Roger Waters
  - Amused To Death
- Peter Gabriel
  - So

BOARDING MUSIC
- Lindsey Webster
  - Back To Your Heart
- Somi
  - Petite Afrique

Make the time on board fly by with a game or two, whether it’s testing your cultural IQ, chasing farm animals or doing Sudoku!

Music Profile
Bai Kamara Jr.
A Sierra Leone-born R&B artist whose music revolves around humanitarian themes, Bai Kamara Jr found his voice in the UK before moving to Brussels to start his career. Hear his latest album on board now.

BELGIAN HITS: SPECIAL SECTION
Belgian Hits: Special section

FLASHBACK
- 60s Fever
- 70s Fever
- 80s Fever
- 90s Fever

POP AND ROCK
- Blackfield
- John Mayer
- Simple Minds

Farm Chase
Solitaire Classic
Eye 2 Eye
Hue Drops
World Wise
Fish Fighter
Fruit Strike
Go Five in a Row
Pic-Fix
Sudoku Classic

Inspired July 2017